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Last month, it seemed deepfakes — synthetic media that is either manipulated or wholly

generated by artificial intelligence — were everywhere. From creepily animated old

photos to realistic false videos of Tom Cruise, from allegedly mendacious suburbanites,

to FBI warnings.

Some may see the growth in deepfakes as just the latest chapter in an old story of human

deceit. But the widespread adoption of believable synthetic media will amount to a

paradigm shift in our information environment.
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An analogy can illustrate the point. The World War II firebombing of Tokyo in March

1945 killed more people with conventional munitions than the atomic bombings of

Hiroshima and Nagasaki several months later. Yet it was the latter events that led to

Japan’s surrender, a near-revolution in warfare, and a long peace. Why? In part, nuclear

arms represented a fundamental shift in warfare, in terms of efficiency, lethality, and

second-order effects.

It can be said that deepfakes represent a kind of atomic deception, because they may

occasion a similarly epochal shift. The believability of deepfake audio, video, and text,

the ease with which they are made, and the democratization of the technology, will

fundamentally challenge how humans conceive the truth.

Legislators have moved with surprising alacrity to start to address deepfakes’ threats to

privacy and national and economic security. Already, five states have passed laws

barring some deepfakes, and the U.S. Congress has passed four laws in the past 15

months directing reports and authorizing research on deepfakes.

These are important steps, but the government must do more to head off the dangers of

deepfakes. Here’s where to start:

1. Write serious reports. Recently enacted federal laws direct no fewer than six

agencies to report to Congress on different aspects of deepfakes. Congressional

reporting requirements like these are intended to induce serious policy development,

but are often treated by the Executive Branch as mere paper-shuffling exercises.

Agencies should adopt the former approach. Lawmakers, regulators, and private actors

would benefit from input by administration officials.

2. Support detection, provenance, and education programs. There are two

technological ways to counter deepfakes. One is to detect phony media after it is created.

The other is to verify photographs at the “point of capture” so that they cannot be altered

after the fact without leaving a trail. The government should continue to back both

technologies. Technical countermeasures aren’t a silver bullet but they can help.

Likewise, the government should support education in critical thinking and

disinformation-detection best practices to help people recognize trickery when they

encounter it.
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3. Centralize responsibility. No one agency has the helm when it comes to countering

the dangers of deepfakes. Letting a thousand bureaucratic flowers bloom makes sense

now as the government scopes the threat and possible countermeasures. As these efforts

mature, a single agency should be given lead responsibility to coordinate government

efforts.

4. Emphasize labeling. The Tom Cruise deepfakes were distributed by an account

called “deeptomcruise.” The name alone was a tip-off that the videos weren’t authentic.

Many current laws and legislation relieve liability in certain circumstances when

deepfakes are prominently labeled. Labeling could be prioritized through legislation,

regulation, social media policy, or simple norms as a straightforward way to inform

viewers and separate verisimilitude from veracity.

5. Address the immediate danger of nonconsensual pornography. One area where

the harm of deepfakes is already occurring is in the realm of personal privacy: hundreds

of thousands of women have been victimized by nonconsensual deepfake pornography,

where a non-consenting person’s face is placed on a nude body. This harm is not

separate from national security implications. Wilson Center fellow Nina Jankowicz

predicts that “the first widely successful foreign influence campaign using a deep fake

will be sexual in nature and will target a woman” — perhaps one in high office. It

remains to be seen what success against nonconsensual deepfake pornography will look

like, but focusing our efforts on mitigating this harm serves several purposes: it

addresses a malicious extant use, guards against future related hazards, and beta-tests

responses that could be expanded to address other malicious deepfakes.

Author Nina Schick has called the rise of this technology tantamount to a “synthetic

media revolution.” It’s an apt description partly because revolutions, like deepfakes,

don’t usually have “solutions.” We are unlikely to “solve” all the problems posed by

deepfakes, but the above are practical next steps that society can take to help contain the

worst fallout from atomic deception.
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